
WOVEN FABRICS

introducing

VENETO



Front cover: Mayfair Chair in Stella Texture. Pillow in Abito Stripe.

Carson Chair in Abito Stripe

Veneto is a collection of luxurious woven fabrics made in Italy. Chunky 
weaves and nubby textures pair with mineral-inspired colors from alabaster 
to azure and topaz to clay and copper. Veneto introduces over 50 frame-
ready fabrics with plush grounds and visual texture, woven with the finest 
materials and made to last with an added stain repellent.

Baxter Ottoman in Bellano Stripe Pasadena Chair in Monviso

Textured Italian Wovens



Hayden Chairs in Bellano Stripe

Dexter Chair in Sasso TextureFair and Square Ottomans in Monti Chevron



MONVISO  13 colorways 
Monviso is a classic chevron elevated with 
textured bouclé yarn. Lofty and layered, 
like their namesake mountain range,
Monviso, and available in 13 colors ranging 
from warm clay to deep navy.

SASSO  14 colorways 
Sasso, the Italian word for “stone” is equal 
parts rugged, natural, and nubby. This 
textured fabric is woven with a heavy 
bouclé yarn and is the largest color 
assortment in the collection with 14 
colorways.

STELLA  8 colorways 
Stella is a graphic basketweave featuring 
a melange chenille yarn crisply framed 
on a light ground. Its simplistic beauty is 
available in eight colorways, ranging from 
subtle to striking.

Veneto Patterns
Visit us at thibautdesign.com to see all the available colorways in this collection

ABITO STRIPE  6 colorways 
Abito, the Italian word for “suit,” is a clean
and tailored stripe that is bold and graphic
in deep colors on light, neutral grounds
with an impeccably soft hand.

Patterns shown are not to scale. The colors in this brochure may vary from the original product and ordering samples is recommended.

Ashby Chair in Monviso
Viva Wallcovering from 
Modern Resource Vol. 3

MONTI CHEVRON  6 colorways 
Monti Chevron is woven with multi-
colored twisted yarn, adding little pops 
of contrasting colors in this playfully 
dramatic chevron.

BELLANO STRIPE  7 colorways 
Bellano Stripe is a casual, modern
horizontal stripe. Woven with a hefty 
slub yarn, this texture is fitting for a 
morning at the shore or an afternoon 
in the foothills.



Lauderdale Chairs in Monti Chevron
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